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Complete each analogy from the word list below. 

1. Crow is to caw as __________________ is to boooo!

2. Black is to cat as orange is to __________________.

3. Bat is to cave as __________________ is to web.

4. Kitten is to __________________ as tadpole is to toad.

5. Sour is to lemon as sweet is to __________________.

6. Happy is to sad as brave is to __________________.

7. Scary is to ghost as haunted is to __________________.

8. Light is to day as __________________ is to night.

9. Mean is to nice as trick is to __________________.

10. Cape is to vampire as hat is to __________________.

Halloween Analogies

cat
ghost

treat
pumpkin

witch
frightened

dark
house

spider
candy
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1. Crow is to caw as __________________ is to boooo!

2. Black is to cat as orange is to __________________.

3. Bat is to cave as __________________ is to web.

4. Kitten is to __________________ as tadpole is to toad.

5. Sour is to lemon as sweet is to __________________.

6. Happy is to sad as brave is to __________________.

7. Scary is to ghost as haunted is to __________________.

8. Light is to day as __________________ is to night.

9. Mean is to nice as trick is to __________________.

10. Cape is to vampire as hat is to __________________.
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dark
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Complete each analogy from the word list below. 

Halloween Analogies

spider
candy

ghost
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house

dark
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